
 FOR SEAT LEON (5F) FR, TO FACELIFT, HATCHBACK       ●▲◆●▼ §-symbols see flap

FOR SEAT LEON (5F) FR

Rear silencer, accessories and other things see page 342 at Seat Leon (5F) rear

Breyton BE
VA 8,5Jx20 ET 45 with 225/30-20
HA 8,5Jx20 ET 45 with 225/30-20

IMAGE-NO. ARTICLE-NO.   § DESCRIPTION PRICE IN €

- K 00027007 ▲ 164,00
- K 00099183 ▲ like 27007, ABS/carbon-look            (sale - while stocks last) 164,00
9 K 00088031 ▲ like 27007, ABS/black-glossy 198,00
- K 00027008 ▲ 164,00
- K 00099184 ▲ like 27008, ABS/carbon-look            (sale - while stocks last) 164,00
- K 00088032 ▲ like 27008, ABS/black-glossy 198,00
- K 00027009 ▲ 164,00
8 K 00099185 ▲ like 27009, ABS/carbon-look            (sale - while stocks last) 164,00
- K 00088033 ▲ like 27009, ABS/black-glossy 198,00
- K 00027001 ▲ 164,00
- K 00099186 ▲ like 27001, ABS/carbon-look            (sale - while stocks last) 164,00

10 K 00088089 ▲ like 27001 ABS/black-glossy 198,00

RIEGER rear skirt inserts (5F) only FR 
RIEGER rear skirt insert, Seat Leon (5F) to facelift, 3-/5-door, only FR, (not for ST-model / station wagon, Cupra), for twin tailpipes left, ABS

RIEGER rear skirt insert, Seat Leon (5F) to facelift, 3-/5-door, only FR, (not for ST-model / station wagon, Cupra), for twin tailpipes left/right, ABS

RIEGER rear skirt insert, Seat Leon (5F) to facelift, 3-/5-door, only FR, (not for ST-model / station wagon, Cupra), for twin tailpipes centered, ABS,

RIEGER rear skirt insert, Seat Leon (5F) to facelift, 3-/5-door, only FR, (not for ST-model / station wagon, Cupra), for sport tailpipe each 1x left/right, ABS
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15% BODY KIT DISCOUNT: You will receive a 15% body kit discount when ordering a complete RIEGER kit (consisting of Spoiler lip / bumper, side skirts set and 
rear skirt (s) -inserts each suitable for a vehicle model. The discount is granted only for RIEGER spoiler parts made of ABS plastic. It is only valid as a kit if the parts have 
all been chosen for the same vehicle type. To receive the estate, give the followng code when ordering -15% BODYKITRABATT - with. The discount does not apply to „paint 
jobs“. The discount can not be combined with any other discounts. Catalogue 2022




